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	Portfolio management is an integral part of an organization's overall strategic plan. While project and program management focus on “doing the work right,” the purpose of portfolio management is “doing the right work.” Updates to the Third Edition include: addition of three Knowledge Areas to address Portfolio Strategic Management, Portfolio Performance Management and Portfolio Communication Management; addition of the Defining Process Group and the Authorizing and Controlling Process Group replaces the Monitoring and Controlling Process Group. Original.
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Microwave Circuit Design Using Linear and Nonlinear TechniquesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005


	Approximately 15 years have passed since the first edition of this book, which was

	well received by both graduate schools and industry. While the basic principles of

	physics and mathematics have not changed, today’s technology has provided us with

	huge opportunities to improve the circuit design for linear and nonlinear...
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Investigating Computer-Related CrimeCRC Press, 1999
Written by an experienced information security specialist, Investigating Computer-Related Crime is tailored to the needs of corporate information professionals and investigators. It gives a step-by-step approach to understanding and investigating security problems, and offers the technical information, legal information, and computer forensic...
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Services and Business Computing Solutions With Xml: Applications for Quality Management and Best ProcessesInformation Science Publishing, 2009
Commercial systems built today are increasingly using XML technologies for storing any amount of text or data.
  Services and Business Computing Solutions with XML: Applications for Quality Management and Best Processes collects the latest research for academicians and practitioners that describes the use and synergy between...
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Grid ComputingSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the Second European AcrossGrid Conference, AxGrids 2004, held in Nicosia, Cyprus in January 2004.

The 27 revised full papers and 4 revised short papers presented were carefully selected during two rounds of reviewing and improvement from 57 submissions. The papers address...
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Beginning Ajax with PHP: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2006
Ajax  breathes new life into web applications by transparently communicating and manipulating data in conjunction with a server-based technology. Of all the server-based technologies capable of working in conjunction with Ajax, perhaps none are more suitable than PHP, the world's most popular scripting language.

Beginning Ajax with...
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Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM): A Practical Introduction and Survival GuideSpringer, 2008

	This is the first Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) book to introduce this complex imaging standard from a very practical point of view. It is aimed at a broad audience of radiologists, clinical administrators, information technologists, and digital medicine practitioners. It provides a gradual, down-to-earth introduction...
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